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SUMMARY

Sex differences in autoimmunity and infection sug-
gest that a better understanding of molecular sex dif-
ferences will improve the diagnosis and treatment of
immune-related disease. We identified 144 differen-
tially expressed genes, referred to as immune sex
expression signature (iSEXS), between human males
and females using an integrated multi-cohort anal-
ysis of blood transcriptome profiles from six discov-
ery cohorts from five continents with 458 healthy
individuals. We validated iSEXS in 11 additional co-
horts of 524 peripheral blood samples. When we
separated iSEXS into genes located on sex chromo-
somes (XY-iSEXS) or autosomes (autosomal-iSEXS),
both modules distinguished males and females.
iSEXS reflects sex differences in immune cell propor-
tions, with female-associated genes showing higher
expression by CD4+ T cells and male-associated
genes showing higher expression by myeloid cells.
Autosomal-iSEXS detected an increase in mono-
cytes with age in females, reflected sex-differential
immune cell dynamics during influenza infection,
and predicted antibody response in males, but not
females.

INTRODUCTION

Sex differences in immune responses lead to different risks for

immunological diseases (Pennell et al., 2012). Women have a

greater risk for autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus er-

ythematosus (SLE) and systemic sclerosis (SSc), which both

affect nine women per one man (Libert et al., 2010). In contrast,

men are more likely to die of infectious and parasitic disease in

the United States, particularly between 25 and 65 years of age

(Owens, 2002), and have a greater risk of non-reproductive can-

cers (Cook et al., 2011; Dorak and Karpuzoglu, 2012; Klein and
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Flanagan, 2016). Differences between male and female immune

responses are mediated by both gender and sex. Gender en-

compasses the behaviors that a given society defines asmascu-

line or feminine, whereas sex encompasses biological factors

that differ betweenmales and females, including hormonal milieu

and chromosome complement (Klein and Flanagan, 2016). Es-

trogens and testosterones are thought to be pro-inflammatory

and anti-inflammatory, respectively (Furman et al., 2014). Fe-

male-like risk for SLE in XXY males with Klinefelter syndrome

suggests that X chromosome dosage plays a role in autoimmu-

nity risk (Souyris et al., 2018). Studies in SLEmouse models indi-

cate that both hormonal milieu and chromosome complement

play roles in disease risks, as XY-female mice have less severe

SLE-like disease than XX-female mice (Sasidhar et al., 2012).

Many studies have reported transcriptional sex differences in

peripheral blood (Eady et al., 2005; Jansen et al., 2014; Melé

et al., 2015; Whitney et al., 2003; Toker et al., 2016), but few

have investigated transcriptional sex differences within the

context of immune responses in healthy adults (Liang et al.,

2017; Piasecka et al., 2018). Importantly, virtually every study

to date used only one cohort, mostly consisting of individuals

of European descent, without demonstrating robustness across

independent cohorts. Further, using a single homogeneous

cohort makes it difficult to segregate effects of sex and gender

or an interaction between the two in immune response.

We hypothesized that robust differences in the immune sys-

tems of healthy men and women exist across worldwide popula-

tions. We further hypothesized that using multiple cohorts from

different continents would minimize society-specific gender dif-

ferences and illuminate biologically driven sex differences in the

immune system. To test these hypotheses, we analyzed publicly

available blood transcriptome data from geographically diverse

independent cohorts of men and women aged 18–40 years to

identify a transcriptional signature of sex difference called the

immune sex expression signature (iSEXS). After validating iSEXS

in 11 independent cohorts, we divided iSEXS genes by chromo-

somal location into XY-iSEXS and autosomal-iSEXS. We investi-

gated iSEXS in 16 cohorts to identify immune cells that drive

iSEXS, determine the effect of aging on iSEXS, and understand
rts 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019 ª 2019 The Authors. 1961
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Figure 1. Identification, Validation, and

Exploration of the Immune Sex Expression

Signature (iSEXS)

We downloaded publicly available gene expres-

sion microarray and flow cytometry datasets

composed of 28 independent studies with 3,672

samples from 17 countries and 6 continents. We

performed a meta-analysis of 6 Discovery cohorts

with 447 samples to identify genes differentially

expressed in the blood between healthy males

and females 18–40 years old. We identified iSEXS

as the genes with FDR <5% and jeffect sizej >0.4.
We separated iSEXS based on chromosomal

location into autosomal-iSEXS and XY-iSEXS. We

tested autosomal-iSEXS and XY-iSEXS expres-

sion in 11 validation cohorts with 524 samples.

Using 13 exploration cohorts with 1,861 samples,

we examined autosomal-iSEXS and XY-iSEXS in

Klinefelter syndrome, immune cells, and infection.

We included some discovery and validation co-

horts within exploration analyses.
the relationship between baseline iSEXS and antibody re-

sponses to influenza infection. We found that iSEXS captures

robust sex differences in healthy humans from worldwide

populations, irrespective of their genetic background, and has

implications for how sex differences at baseline can affect sex

differences in immune response outcomes.

RESULTS

Dataset Description
We downloaded 28 publicly available gene expression datasets

consisting of 3,672 samples from the blood of human adults

(Figure 1). Of these, we selected six transcriptome datasets of

whole blood or peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)

from 447 healthy individuals (258 females, 189 males) aged

18–40 years (Table 1) from five continents to ensure genetic

and cultural diversity within the discovery cohorts. For the

validation cohorts, we selected 11 cohorts of 524 healthy indi-

viduals (263 females and 261 males) 18–40 years old from six

continents (Table 1). We used 13 datasets of 1,861 samples to

expand our analysis to individuals with Klinefelter syndrome,

influenza infection, SLE, and older individuals who were not

part of the discovery process, referred to as exploration cohorts

(Table 1). We also downloaded transcriptome data for 279

healthy individuals (152 females and 127 males) from the Milieu

Intérieur cohort (Piasecka et al., 2018) for validation (Table 1).

Finally, we used four cytometry cohorts with 943 samples to

investigate the association between the blood transcriptome

and immune cell type proportions (Table 1).

Identification of a Robust Sex Difference Gene
Signature
We identified 144 differentially expressed genes (false discovery

rate [FDR] %5% and jeffect sizej R0.4) between females and
1962 Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019
males, referred to as iSEXS (Figure 2A;

Table S1), of which 94 were higher ex-

pressed in females (female-associated
genes) and 50 were higher expressed in males (male-associated

genes). As expected, iSEXS was enriched for X chromosome (25

genes, p = 3.66e-11) and Y chromosome genes (9 genes, p =

3.39e-7). 17 out of the 25 genes on the X chromosome were

known X-escape genes, which may be higher expressed in fe-

males due to expression from both copies of the X chromosome

(Tukiainen et al., 2017). Two genes (ZBED1 and CD99) ex-

pressed higher in males are located in pseudoautosomal region

1 (PAR1), a region of the Y chromosome that shares homology

with the X chromosome (Libert et al., 2010). Importantly, 75%

of iSEXS genes were located on autosomes, indicating that

transcriptional sex differences are not limited to genes on sex

chromosomes. Furthermore, 123 out of 144 genes showed no

heterogeneity in the discovery cohorts; only 21 genes showed

some amount of heterogeneity (Table S1).

We validated iSEXS in the 11 held-out validation cohorts

(Table 1). Out of 144 genes in iSEXS, 130 genes showed the

same direction of change, of which 80 were statistically signifi-

cant (p < 0.05) (Figure 2B; Table S1). We created forest plots of

the validation cohort effect sizes of CD40LG (chromosome X)

and CTSG (chromosome 14; Figure 2C) to illustrate the consis-

tency in expression of genes in iSEXS. Both genes demonstrate

consistent effect sizes in datasets from Africa, Asia, Australia,

Europe, and North and South America. Next, we validated a

subset of the iSEXS genes in the Milieu Intérieur Consortium

cohort, which is a population study of 1,000 healthy French in-

dividuals aged 20–70 years old (Piasecka et al., 2018). Because

the Milieu Intérieur Consortium a priori selected which genes to

profile using NanoString, only 13 iSEXS genes were measured.

In the 279 individuals (152 females and 127 males) aged 20–40

years old in the Milieu Intérieur Consortium cohort, all but one of

these 13 genes exhibited effect sizes in the same direction, of

which 10 genes were statistically significant (p value < 0.05;

Figure 2D).



Table 1. Discovery, Validation, Exploration, and Cytometry Cohorts

Dataset Category Reference Country Tissue Manufacturer Composition Total

GSE17065 discovery (Idaghdour et al., 2010) Morocco WB Illumina females: 70; males: 43 113

GSE19151 discovery (Lewis et al., 2011) USA WB Affymetrix females: 25; males: 26 51

GSE21862 discovery (McHale et al., 2011) China PBMC Illumina females: 43; males: 44 87

GSE47353 discovery (Tsang et al., 2014) USA PBMC Affymetrix females: 24; males: 19 43

GSE53195 discovery (Hemani et al., 2014) Australia WB Illumina females: 34; males: 26 60

GSE60491 discovery (Vedhara et al., 2015) UK PBMC Illumina females: 62; males: 31 93

Total 5 countries females: 258; males: 189 447

GSE13485 validation (Querec et al., 2009) USA PBMC Affymetrix females: 13; males: 7 20

GSE18323 validation (Vahey et al., 2010) USA PBMC Affymetrix females: 15; males: 33 48

GSE19442 validation (Berry et al., 2010) South Africa WB Illumina females: 20; males: 11 31

GSE21311 validation (Mason et al., 2010) Australia WB Illumina females: 21; males: 19 40

GSE30453 validation (Heinzen et al., 2008) USA PBMC Affymetrix females: 12; males: 29 41

GSE37069 validation (Seok et al., 2013) USA WB Affymetrix females: 11; males:18 29

GSE38484 validation (de Jong et al., 2012) Netherlands,

Denmark

WB Illumina females: 30; males: 24 54

GSE58137 validation (Peters et al., 2015) USA WB Illumina females: 75; males: 24 99

GSE61821 validation (Hoang et al., 2014) Singapore WB Illumina females: 34; males: 80 114

GSE65219 validation (Kuparinen et al., 2013) Finland PBMC Illumina females: 21; males: 9 30

GSE85263 validation (Rojas-Pena et al., 2018) Colombia PBMC Illumina HiSeq females: 11; males: 7 18

Total 8 countries females: 263; males: 261 524

GSE47584 exploration (Huang et al., 2015) China WB Agilent XXY males: 5 10

XY males: 5

GSE42331 exploration (Zitzmann et al., 2015) Germany WB Affymetrix XX females: 15 65

XY males: 15

XXY males: 35

GSE21311 exploration (Mason et al., 2010) Australia WB Illumina females: 49 97

males: 48

GSE38484 exploration (de Jong et al., 2012) Netherlands,

Denmark

WB Illumina females: 51 90

male: 39

GSE58137 exploration (Peters et al., 2015) USA WB Illumina females: 165 248

males: 83

SDY212 exploration (Furman et al., 2013) USA WB Illumina females: 53 88

males: 35

GSE73072 exploration (Liu et al., 2016) UK WB Affymetrix females: 15 542

males: 14

time points: 20

GSE68310 exploration (Zhai et al., 2015) USA WB Illumina females: 27 86

males: 18

time points: 2

GSE48018 exploration (Bucasas et al., 2011) USA WB Illumina males: 108 108

GSE48023 exploration (Bucasas et al., 2011) USA WB Illumina females: 106 106

GSE39088 exploration (Lauwerys et al., 2013) Belgium, Bulgaria,

Croatia, France,

Germany,

Switzerland

WB Affymetrix SLE females: 26 60

control females: 34

GSE49454 exploration (Chiche et al., 2014) France WB Illumina SLE females: 53 82

control females: 17

SLE males: 9

control males: 3

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Dataset Category Reference Country Tissue Manufacturer Composition Total

Milieu

Intérieur

exploration (Piasecka et al., 2018) France WB NanoString females: 152 279

males: 127

Total 12 countries females: 763; males: 504;

XXY males: 40

1,861

Milieu

Intérieur

cytometry;

exploration

(Patin et al., 2018) France WB cytometry (flow) females: 391; males: 389 780

Fragiadakis

et al.

cytometry;

exploration

Fragiadakis et al., 2019 USA PBMC CyTOF females: 39; males: 44 83

GSE47353 cytometry;

exploration

(Tsang et al., 2014) USA PBMC flow cytometry females: 37; males: 23 60

GSE65133 cytometry;

exploration

(Newman et al., 2015) USA PBMC flow cytometry females: 10; males: 10 20

Total 2 countries females: 477; males: 466 943

WB, whole blood.
Autosomal-iSEXS Score Distinguishes Males and
Females
Next, we defined the XY-iSEXS and autosomal-iSEXS scores us-

ing genes located on sex chromosomes or autosomes, respec-

tively. As expected, the XY-iSEXS scores distinguished males

and females in discovery cohorts (summary area under the

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) = 1.00; 95%

confidence interval [CI], 0.97-1.00; Figure S1A) and validation

cohorts (summary area under the curve (AUC) = 0.99; 95% CI,

0.94-1.0; Figure 3A) with very high accuracy. The autosomal-

iSEXS scores also distinguishedmales and females consistently,

albeit with lower accuracy than XY-iSEXS scores in the discovery

cohorts (summary AUROC = 0.78; 95% CI, 0.70-0.84; Fig-

ure S1B) and validation cohorts (summary AUC = 0.75, 95% CI

0.67-0.83, Figure 3B). These results further demonstrate that

autosomal genes in iSEXS represent nuanced but robust sex

differences.

X Chromosome Dosage Is Associated with Autosomal-
iSEXS Score
Next, we investigated whether XY-iSEXS and autosomal-iSEXS

scores were associated with the number of X chromosomes

present in an individual subject. Males with Klinefelter syn-

drome have two X chromosomes (karyotype 47,XXY), which

leads to increased estrogen and decreased testosterone levels

(Groth et al., 2013). GSE42331 profiled XX females (n = 15), XY

males (n = 15), and XXY males with Klinefelter syndrome

(n = 35). The XY-iSEXS score in XXY-males was significantly

lower than XX-females (p < 2.2e-16) but significantly higher

than XY-males (p = 0.0022; Figure 3C). Importantly, the auto-

somal-iSEXS scores of XXY males were significantly higher

than those of XY males (p = 0.002) but indistinguishable from

those of XX females (Figure 3D). In GSE47584, a cohort of 10

males (5 XXY males with Klinefelter syndrome and 5 typical

XY males), both XY-iSEXS and autosomal-iSEXS scores were

significantly higher in XXY males than XY males (Figures S2A

and S2B). Our comparison of XXY males and XY males in these

two datasets identified 11 iSEXS genes significantly differen-

tially expressed (FDR <5%; Figure S2C). Of those 11 genes,
1964 Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019
XXY males had increased expression of the five female-associ-

ated genes, three of which were known X-escape genes

(CA5BP1, CD40LG, and RPS4X) (Figures S2D and S2E). XXY

males also had decreased expression of the six male-associ-

ated genes, four of which play anti-microbial roles in neutrophil

cytotoxic granules (BPI, DEFA1B, DEFA4, and MPO) (Figures

S2F and S2G; Moraes et al., 2006; Schultz and Weiss, 2007).

Thus, in two independent cohorts, we found that XXY males

have consistently more ‘‘female-like’’ iSEXS gene expression,

suggesting that the number of X chromosomes is associated

with the autosomal-iSEXS score.

iSEXS Detects Higher Monocyte Proportions in Males
We investigated whether iSEXS genes were associated with spe-

cific immune cell types. For this purpose, for each gene in iSEXS,

we used an immune-cell-type-specific effect size from the

MetaSignature database (http://metasignature.stanford.edu) as

described previously (Haynes et al., 2017; Vallania et al., 2018).

Briefly, using 166 gene expression datasets composed of 6,160

human samples, representing 20 immune cell types, we esti-

mated the specificity of expression of a gene in a particular im-

mune cell type versus the other cell types as the Hedge’s g. We

found that female-associated iSEXS genes were significantly en-

riched for genes highly expressed by CD4+ T cells (p = 0.0098;

Figure 4A). The male-associated iSEXS genes were significantly

enriched for M0 macrophages (p = 0.043; Figure 4B). However,

M0macrophages are a rare cell type in the blood and thus are un-

likely to drive transcriptomic sex differences. A more likely expla-

nation is that male-associated iSEXS genes are highly expressed

by myeloid cells in general, as evidenced by the two clusters of

genes highly expressed bymonocytes/macrophages and neutro-

phils/basophils (Figure 4B).

CD4+ T cells and myeloid cells may be associated with iSEXS

because of sex differences in immune cell proportions. Higher

proportions of T cells in females have been reported previously,

a possible explanation as to why female-associated iSEXS

genes were enriched for genes expressed by CD4+ cells (Melzer

et al., 2015; Patin et al., 2018; Bouman et al., 2004; Carr et al.,

2016; Lugada et al., 2004). To determine if a similar phenomenon

http://metasignature.stanford.edu
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Figure 2. Effect Sizes of iSEXS in Discovery

and Validation

(A and B) Heatmaps of effect sizes of iSEXS genes

in (A) discovery and (B) validation cohorts. Each

row is a dataset, and each column is a gene. The

first row in each heatmap displays the pooled ef-

fect size across discovery or validation cohorts.

Genes are ordered by increasing effect size in

discovery cohorts in both heatmaps. The column

color key indicates the chromosomal location of

each gene (Y chromosome, dark blue; PAR1, light

blue; autosome, gray; X chromosome, pink;

known X-inactivation escape gene, red). The row

color key indicates PBMC (red) or whole-blood

(blue) datasets. Orange indicates a positive effect

size for genes showing higher expression in fe-

males. Purple indicates a negative effect size for

genes showing higher expression in males.

(C) Forest plots of CD40LG and CTSG effect sizes

in the validation cohorts. PAR1 = pseudoautoso-

mal region 1; PBMC = peripheral blood mono-

nuclear cell; and Neth = Netherlands. The x axis

represents standardizedmean difference between

females and males, computed as Hedge’s g, in

log2 scale. The size of aorti rectangle is inversely

proportional to the standard error of mean in the

corresponding study. Whiskers represent the 95%

confidence interval. The diamond represents the

overall, combined mean difference for a given

gene. Width of the diamond represents the 95%

confidence interval of overall mean difference.

(D) Comparison of the effect sizes of 13 iSEXS genes measured in the Milieu Interieur Consortium cohort of 279 healthy individuals 18-40 years old versus the

effect sizes in discovery cohorts.
explained the association between male-associated iSEXS

genes and myeloid cells, we investigated whether males had

higher proportions of monocytes than females. To test this

hypothesis, we used immune cell proportion data from the

Milieu Intérieur Consortium cohort of 780 healthy individuals

(391 females and 389 males) aged 20–70 years (Table 1). We

found that among 18- to 40-year-old individuals, males had

significantly higher monocyte percentages than females (p =

2.332e-11; Figure 4C).

Monocyte Proportions Increase in Older Females
Interestingly, in the Milieu Intérieur Consortium cohort, younger

females had lower monocyte proportions than younger males,

but older females had higher monocyte proportions that were

statistically the same as those of older males (interaction be-

tween age and sex by two-way ANOVA p = 7.7e-04; Figure 4C).

In contrast, monocyte proportions in younger males were the

same as those in older males. We validated this observation in

the independent Fragiadakis and Bjornson cohort (Fragiadakis

et al., 2019; Table 1), profiled using cytometry by time of flight

(CyTOF). In this cohort, younger males had significantly higher

proportions of monocytes than younger females (p = 0.012; Fig-

ure S3A; Table 1), but there was no difference in monocyte pro-

portions between older females and older males (Figure S3A; p >

0.05). These results demonstrate that proportions of monocytes

increase with age in females, but not males.

Higher proportions of monocytes in older females suggest that

if male-associated autosomal-iSEXS genes are indeed preferen-
tially expressed in monocytes, the autosomal-iSEXS score

should also decrease in older female to the same level as older

males. By combining three cohorts, we found that the auto-

somal-iSEXS scores in females decreased significantly after 50

years of age (p = 4.08e-5), but there was no significant difference

between younger and older males (Figure 4D). In yet another in-

dependent cohort (ImmPort: SDY212), we found that the auto-

somal-iSEXS score was significantly higher in younger females

than younger males (p = 4.5e-05), but there was no significant

difference in the autosomal-iSEXS scores of older males and fe-

males (Figure S3B). Finally, in two additional cohorts (GSE65133

and GSE47353) of paired transcriptome and flow cytometry

samples (Table 1), we observed statistically significant negative

correlations between autosomal-iSEXS scores and monocyte

proportions (GSE65133: r = �0.79, p = 0.2.9e-05; GSE47353:

r = �0.59, p = 4.4e-06; Figures S3C and S3D). In contrast, the

XY-iSEXS score did not correlate with monocyte proportions

(Figures S3E and S3F) and did not change with age in females

or males (Figure S3G).

Collectively, these results strongly suggest that (1) male-

associated autosomal-iSEXS genes are preferentially ex-

pressed in monocytes, (2) younger females have lower mono-

cyte percentages than younger males, and (3) percentages of

monocytes increase with age in females to the same level as

males. In addition, strong negative correlations between auto-

somal-iSEXS scores and monocyte percentages further sug-

gest that iSEXS may be affected by differences in cellular

proportions.
Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019 1965
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Figure 3. XY-iSEXS and Autosomal-iSEXS Performance in Typical Females, Typical Males, and Klinefelter Syndrome XXY Males

(A and B) ROC plots of performance of the (A) XY-iSEXS score (summary AUC 0.99 (95% CI 0.94-1.0)) and the (B) Autosomal-iSEXS score (summary AUC 0.76

(95% CI 0.67-0.83)) to differentiate males and females. Grey areas indicate 95% confidence intervals.

(C) Klinefelter syndrome XXY-males have significantly lower XY-iSEXS scores than XX females (t-test p < 2.2e-16) and significantly higher scores than XY-males

(t-test p = 0.0022).

(D) There is no significant difference between Autosomal-iSEXS scores of XX-females and XXY-males, but XXY-males have significantly higher Autosomal-iSEXS

scores than XY-males (t-test p = 0.0020).

See also Figures S1 and S2.
The Autosomal-iSEXS Score during Influenza Infection
Reflects Changes in CD4+ T Cell Proportions and
Predicts Influenza Antibody Responses in Males
We utilized an influenza challenge study to explore how infection

affects iSEXS. Liu et al. challenged healthy volunteers with H1N1

or H3N2 influenza virus and profiled their blood transcriptome for

the subsequent 7 days (Liu et al., 2016). The autosomal-iSEXS

score decreasedwithin the first 50 h in males and females but re-

bounded in females earlier than males (Figure 5A), whereas

XY-iSEXS scores remained unchanged in females and males

following influenza infection (Figure S4). Next, we investigated

whether CD4+ T cells or monocytes were associated with

changes in autosomal-iSEXS scores during influenza infection.

As no cytometry data were available from influenza challenge

studies, we estimated immune cell proportions from blood tran-

scriptome data using cell mixture deconvolution. We used our

previously developed basis matrix, immunoStates, to define im-
1966 Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019
mune cell subsets for deconvolution, as we have previously

demonstrated its accuracy in health and disease (Vallania

et al., 2018; Roy Chowdhury et al., 2018; Bongen et al., 2018;

Scott et al., 2019). We found that, similar to autosomal-iSEXS

scores, proportions of CD4+ T cells decreased in both males

and females following influenza infection but rebounded in fe-

males earlier than males (Figure 5B). In contrast, proportions of

monocytes increased in both males and females following influ-

enza infection until �74 h and then returned to baseline levels

(Figure 5C). This indicates that the autosomal-iSEXS score de-

tects sex differences in the dynamics of the immune response

to influenza infection, whichmay be explained by sex differences

in CD4+ T cell proportions.

In GSE68310, the whole-blood gene expression of volunteers

was profiled at the beginning of flu season (baseline), during

naturally acquired influenza A infection, and in the spring after

flu season (Zhai et al., 2015). Antibody response was defined
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Figure 4. Cell-Type Enrichment of iSEXS Highlights CD4+ T Cells and Myeloid Cells

(A and B) Heatmaps of centered and scaled immune cell type specific effect sizes of (A) female-associated and (B) male-associated iSEXS genes. Orange in-

dicates a high effect size, for cell types that highly express that gene. Purple indicates a low effect size, for cell types that express that gene less.

(C) Flow cytometry measured monocyte percentages of 816 healthy individuals from the Milieu Intérieur cohort. Two-way ANOVA was performed comparing the

interaction of sex and age on monocyte proportions (sex p = 0.022; age p = 0.044; sex*age interaction p = 0.00077).

(D) Autosomal-iSEXS scores from 435 healthy individuals combined from GSE58137, GSE21311, and GSE38484. Two-way ANOVA was performed comparing

the interaction of sex and age on autosomal-iSEXS scores (sex p = 0.00025; age p = 0.00013; sex*age interaction p = 0.18). t tests were performed comparing

autosomal-iSEXS scores of younger (18–40 years old) versus older (R50 years old) females (p = 4.08e-5) as well as younger versus older males (p = 0.15).

See also Figure S3.
as the difference in anti-H1N1 antibody titers between post-flu

season and baseline (DTiters), with high and low responders

defined as those with DTiters above or below the median,

respectively. While the XY-iSEXS score at baseline did not corre-

late withDTiters in either females or males (Figure S5A), the auto-

somal-iSEXS score prior to infection (baseline) correlated with

DTiters in males (p < 0.001, r = 0.74), but not in females (Fig-

ure 6A). Furthermore, the autosomal-iSEXS score at baseline

predicted high- versus low-antibody-responder males (Fig-

ure 6B; AUC = 0.92, 95%CI 0.77-1.1) but not females (Figure 6B;

AUC = 0.37, 95%CI 0.16-0.58). Notably, a strong correlation be-

tween the Autosomal-iSEXS scores before and after flu season

was observed both in males (Figure 6C; r = 0.76, p = 0.00043)

and females (Figure 6D; r = 0.66, p = 0.000044), suggesting
that while the autosomal-iSEXS score changed during infection,

some individuals may have consistently high or low autosomal-

iSEXS scores in the healthy state. We also observed this consis-

tency in the XY-iSEXS score, where pre- and post-influenza

season scores were also significantly correlated in females and

males (Figure S5B and S5C). We next asked whether the iSEXS

scores were associated with antibody response to vaccination.

Bucasas et al. (2011) profiled whole-blood transcriptional re-

sponses to influenza vaccination in males (GSE48018) and

females (GSE48023) (Bucasas et al., 2011). We observed no sig-

nificant correlations between either the XY-iSEXS score or auto-

somal-iSEXS score and vaccination antibody response (Figures

S5D–S5G). We observed that the baseline autosomal-iSEXS

score had a low correlation with vaccination antibody response
Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019 1967
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Figure 5. Differential Effect of Influenza Infection on Autosomal-iSEXS Score in Males and Females
In GSE73072, healthy volunteers were challenged with H1N1 or H3N2 influenza virus.

(A) Autosomal-iSEXS score is shown at the time of infection (hour 0) and the subsequent 7 days.

(B and C) Using immunoStates cell mixture deconvolution, (B) CD4+ T cell and (C) monocyte proportions were estimated over the course of influenza infection.

See Figure S4 for XY-iSEXS time course.
in males (Figure S5F; r = 0.18, p = 0.065) but no correlation in

females (Figure S5G; r = �0.0063, p = 0.95). Taken together,

these results suggest that the autosomal-iSEXS score captures

biological factors relevant to antibody responses in males, but

not females.

XY-iSEXS and Autosomal-iSEXS Scores Are Lower in
Female SLE Patients
Finally, we investigated whether XY-iSEXS and autosomal-

iSEXS also change in an autoimmune disease. We chose SLE,

as it is a female-biased disease affecting nine females for every

one male (Libert et al., 2010). In transcriptome data from two

independent cohorts of patients with SLE, both the XY- and

autosomal-iSEXS scores were significantly lower in female pa-

tients with SLE than female controls (Figures S6A and S6B). In

contrast, there was no difference between the XY- and auto-

somal-iSEXS scores of male patients with SLE andmale controls

(Figures S6C and S6D). Both XY- and autosomal-iSEXS scores

did not correlate with the SLE Disease Activity Index (SLEDAI)

in either sex (Figures S6E and S6F). We next asked whether

the iSEXS scores in SLE patients were associated with immune

cell proportions. While monocyte proportions were not available,

we observed that both XY- and autosomal-iSEXS scores were

positively correlated with CD4+ T cell percentages in female pa-

tients with SLE (XY-iSEXS: r = 0.6, p = 5.52e-5; autosomal-

iSEXS: r = 0.35, p = 0.03; Figures S6G and S6H). In male patients

with SLE, we observed no significant correlations with either the

XY- or autosomal-iSEXS scores (Figures S6G and S6H). Overall,

the iSEXS scores may change in SLE due to disease-related

changes in CD4+ T cell proportions.

DISCUSSION

We used whole-transcriptome profiles from genetically diverse

healthy adults to identify a robust set of differentially expressed

genes betweenmales and females in white blood cells. Although

several sex difference gene signatures have been reported, to

the best of our knowledge, iSEXS is the first signature defined
1968 Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019
in multiple cohorts of different genetic and cultural backgrounds

(Eady et al., 2005; Jansen et al., 2014;Melé et al., 2015; Piasecka

et al., 2018; Whitney et al., 2003). Incorporating biological het-

erogeneity across datasets ensured that iSEXS (1) distinguishes

males and females across diverse genetic backgrounds and (2)

is not confounded by society-specific gender differences.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that iSEXS is robust to technol-

ogy as we validated iSEXS using gene expression data from

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), NanoString, and microarrays.

Collectively, by defining iSEXS using diverse cohorts and vali-

dating it across biologically and technologically heterogeneous

datasets, we ensured that iSEXS captured reproducible sex

differences.

The 144 genes in iSEXS included genes with known immune

function. Several lymphocyte-associated genes show higher

expression in females (CD40LG, LY9, CD27, and CD96). Two

members of the CEACAM family of cell adhesion molecules

show higher expression in males (CEACAM6 and CEACAM8)

(Kuespert et al., 2006). Males had higher expression of seven

genes that are known to be part of the phagocytic and extracel-

lular anti-microbial responses of the innate immune system,

including disrupting bacterial membrane integrity (DEFA1,

DEFA3, DEFA4, and BPI), generating reactive oxygen species

(MPO), and cleaving bacterial proteins (ELANE and CTSG) (Mo-

raes et al., 2006). Furthermore, genes with increased expression

in females were associated with adaptive responses, while

genes with increased expression in males were associated

with innate responses. The innate immune system may be pro-

tective against autoimmunity by clearing pathogens and dead

cells that trigger self-reactions (Carroll, 2001). Whether this

bias toward the adaptive or innate immune system between fe-

males and males exists beyond the transcriptome and whether

it is relevant for susceptibility to autoimmune and infectious dis-

eases require future laboratory-based experimentation.

Both biological and environmental factors can explain differ-

ences we observed between males and females in monocyte

proportions and dynamics of CD4+ T cells in response to influ-

enza infection. Our analysis focused on integrating data from
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Figure 6. Autosomal-iSEXS Score Prior to

Influenza Infection Predicts Antibody

Response, but Only in Males

In GSE68310, healthy volunteers were followed at

the beginning of flu season (baseline), during

community-acquired influenza A infection and in

the spring following flu season (post-flu season).

(A) Autosomal-iSEXS scores correlate with the

change in anti-H1N1 antibody titers in males (p <

0.001, Pearson’s r = 0.74), but not females. Grey

area indicates a 95% confidence interval.

(B) Autosomal-iSEXS scores predict responder

status in males (AUC = 0.92; 95%CI, 0.77-1.1), but

not females (AUC = 0.37; 95% CI, 0.16-0.58).

(C and D) Male (C) and female (D) autosomal-

iSEXS scores at baseline significantly correlate

with post-flu season scores. Pearson’s correlation

coefficient and p value are given. Grey area in-

dicates a 95% confidence interval.

See Figure S5 for XY-iSEXS score performance.
different countries to identify robust differences between males

and females irrespective of ancestry and environmental factors.

Hence, the differences in monocyte proportions and CD4+ T cell

dynamics due to ancestry or environmental factors are highly un-

likely, although they cannot be completely ruled out due to lack

of environmental data in our analysis.

In contrast, these consistent differences in monocytes and

T cells between males and females are more likely due to a bio-

logical factor that is present universally across all datasets used

in our analysis. A list of such factors includes (1) sex chromo-

somes and (2) hormones. Males with two X chromosomes

(Klinefelter syndrome) are known to have increased estrogen

and decreased testosterone levels. Hence, both factors are

intrinsically linked to each other and impossible to conclusively

deconvolve with available data. However, our analyses offer a

possible explanation. First, our comparison of males with Kline-

felter syndrome (XXY males) with XX females and XY males

found that iSEXS is affected by the number of X chromosomes

in an individual. The autosomal-iSEXS score was indistinguish-

able between XX females and XXY males. Importantly, the auto-

somal-iSEXS scores of XXY males were significantly higher than

those of XY males (p = 0.002) but indistinguishable from those of

XX females. Second, we found 11 genes in iSEXS (5 female asso-

ciated and 6 male associated) were differentially expressed in

XXY males compared to XY males in two independent datasets.

Several of these genes, such as BPI, CD40LG, MPO, DEFA1B,

and DEFA4, are known to be involved in immune responses.

As XXYmales have a female-like risk for SLE, our results suggest

that the autosomal-iSEXS score may include aspects of the fe-
Cell Reports
male immune system related to increased

risk for SLE and other autoimmune dis-

eases (Klein and Flanagan, 2016). Out of

these 11 genes, 5 overexpressed genes

in XXY males are expressed at higher

levels in T cells than other immune cell

subsets and are higher in XX females

compared to XY males, whereas 5 under-
expressed genes in XXY males are expressed at higher levels in

monocytes and are higher in XY males than in XX females.

Hence, these results suggest that differences in proportions of

monocytes and CD4+ T cell dynamics between females and

males may be associated with the number of X chromosomes.

However, the autosomal-iSEXS scores in older females were

reduced to the same level as older males, although the number

of X chromosomes remain the same in older women. This obser-

vation further suggests that the differences in proportions of

monocytes and dynamics of CD4+ T cells aremore likely affected

by hormones.

The transcriptional sex differences we observed may be

partially explained by sex differences in proportions of CD4+

T cells and monocytes (Piasecka et al., 2018). We found that

female-associated iSEXS genes were enriched for CD4+ T-cell-

expressed genes, which may be because females have higher

proportions of CD4+ T cells in the blood (Bouman et al., 2004;

Carr et al., 2016; Lugada et al., 2004; Melzer et al., 2015; Patin

et al., 2018). We also observed that male-associated iSEXS

genes were enriched for myeloid-cell-expressed genes, poten-

tially due to age-dependent sex differences in monocyte propor-

tions. We observed that younger females had lower monocyte

proportions, but their monocyte proportions increased to male-

like levels between 40 and 50 years of age. Our findings are sup-

ported by Boumen et al., who reported that younger females had

lower monocyte counts than males, and Ben-Hur et al., who

observed an increase in monocyte proportions with menopause

in females that was reduced to premenopausal levels upon hor-

mone replacement therapy (Ben-Hur et al., 1995; Bouman et al.,
29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019 1969



2004). However, other studies did not observe sex differences in

monocyte counts or proportions, possibly because menopause-

associated aging changes were not fully investigated (Carr et al.,

2016; Lugada et al., 2004; Patin et al., 2018; Seidler et al., 2010).

This age-dependent change in monocyte proportions in older fe-

males, combined with effects of X dosage on autosomal-iSEXS,

further suggests autosomal-iSEXS may be associated with and

affected by changes in hormonal status in women. However,

lack of hormone data in publicly available datasets used here

does not allow such an analysis.

These sex differences in CD4+ T cell and monocyte propor-

tions are relevant for human health. We previously reported

that baseline immune cell proportions may affect the outcome

of influenza infection (Bongen et al., 2018). As both CD4+

T cells and monocytes are important immune system regulators,

differences at baselinemay lead to differences during an immune

response. Females have higher numbers of naive CD4+ T cells

and greater diversity of naive T cell receptor (TCR) repertoires,

which may allow females to better develop memory against

novel pathogens (Britanova et al., 2016). Both CD4+ T cells and

monocytes are important regulators of immune responses

through cytokine production. Bouman et al. observed sex differ-

ences in cytokine production with higher intracellular levels of tu-

mor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and IL-12 in male

monocytes and higher levels of IL-2 in female CD3+ CD8�

T cells (Bouman et al., 2004). The proportions of monocytes

and CD4+ T cells in the immune system at baseline may affect

the outcome of an immune response by priming the immune sys-

tem for a particular cytokine response. Furthermore, age-related

changes inmonocyte proportionsmay be relevant for autoimmu-

nity. SLE is thought to be affected by menopause, because both

disease activity and new-onset rates decrease after menopause

(Khan and Ansar Ahmed, 2016; Sammaritano, 2012). Whether

the changes in monocyte proportions with menopause play a

role in SLE should be investigated in future studies.

Previous studies of influenza infection have highlighted stron-

ger immune responses in females. In femalemice, themedian le-

thal dose of influenza is lower (Lorenzo et al., 2011), and immune

responses to sublethal influenza infection are more severe

(Vermillion et al., 2018). In humans, females generate stronger

antibody responses and report more adverse events to influenza

vaccination (Klein et al., 2015). We observed sex differences in

the dynamics of CD4+ T cell proportions during influenza infec-

tion. These CD4+ T cell dynamics may be related to stronger

immune responses and antibody titers in females, but future

mechanistic studies are needed.

Interestingly, the autosomal-iSEXS score prior to influenza

infection strongly correlated with antibody responses to influ-

enza infection in males, but not females. We also observed a

moremodest correlation between influenza vaccination antibody

responses in males, which may be because vaccination is a

weaker immune stimulus than infection. It is unclear why the

autosomal-iSEXS score did not correlate with influenza infection

antibody responses in females. It is possible that the autosomal-

iSEXS score captures some aspect of immune response that is

relevant for antibody response in males, but not females (e.g.,

high testosterone levels) (Furman et al., 2014). Alternatively, the

autosomal-iSEXS score may fluctuate with the menstrual cycle.
1970 Cell Reports 29, 1961–1973, November 12, 2019
If so, a female’s menstrual cycle phase at the time of infection

would be important, and thus the baseline autosomal-iSEXS

score would have to bemeasured on the day of infection. Further

studies specifically designed to examine the effect of hormone

levels and menstrual cycle on iSEXS are needed.

While the autosomal-iSEXS score changed with influenza

infection, in the healthy state, inter-individual variability was

conserved. The individuals with the highest autosomal-iSEXS

scores prior to flu season had the highest scores after flu season.

This aligns with previous work demonstrating that immune cell

proportions remain consistent in healthy individuals over the

course of weeks to years (Brodin and Davis, 2017; Carr et al.,

2016; Shen-Orr et al., 2016; Tsang et al., 2014). Our work

indicates that the autosomal-iSEXS score is consistent over

time in healthy individuals and may identify males who generate

poor antibody responses to influenza infection. Thus, males with

low autosomal-iSEXS scores in the healthy state may consis-

tently produce poor antibody responses and may be at higher

risk of influenza infection. Potentially, the autosomal-iSEXS

score could be used to identify high-risk males who would

benefit from extra precautions, such as higher influenza vaccina-

tion dosage or formulations that include an adjuvant.

We next investigated whether iSEXS is associated with

autoimmunity using SLE. We observed that female patients

with SLE had lower XY- and autosomal-iSEXS scores than

female controls (Figure S6). This may be due to the fact that

15%–82% of SLE patients have lymphopenia, as reduced CD4+

T cell proportions would result in reduced iSEXS scores (Carli

et al., 2015). In fact, both the XY- and autosomal-iSEXS scores

of female SLE patients correlated with CD4+ T cell percentages

(Figure S6). Larger cohorts are needed before we can draw con-

clusions about male patients with SLE. Overall, the iSEXS scores

reflect differences in immunecell proportions betweenmales and

females as well as between SLE patients and healthy controls.

The bulk of our analyses focused on the autosomal-iSEXS

score, but sex-chromosome genes also play critical roles in hu-

man health. Female-associated X-chromosome genes tend to

be highly expressed in CD4+ T cells, while male-associated X

chromosome genes are highly expressed in myeloid cells (Fig-

ures 4A and 4B). Accordingly, we observed a negative correla-

tion between the XY-iSEXS and monocyte percentages in one

of two cohorts (Figure S5A and S5B). We observed no relation-

ship between the XY-iSEXS score and CD4+ T cell percentages,

aging, influenza infection, or influenza titers (Figures S5C–S5G).

This is expected considering that the XY-iSEXS score is

dominated by the presence or absence of the Y chromosome,

and thus nuanced effects of either sex chromosome are difficult

to detect. We suggest that future studies examine these

nuanced effects by separating XY-iSEXS genes by chromo-

somal location: Y chromosome, pseudoautosomal region, and

X chromosome.

Our analyses have several limitations. First, we could not

investigate the effect of menstrual cycle on iSEXS, because we

only used publicly available data, and none of these studies re-

corded menstrual cycle phase in females. Second, the effect

of sex hormones on iSEXS is also unclear, because no published

studies have measured both hormone levels and blood tran-

scriptome. Third, although we were able to examine iSEXS



patterns after menopause, we could not study pre-puberty

iSEXS in children due to limited data.

We need to improve our understanding of the biological fac-

tors that underlie sex differences so that we do not rely on the

crude labels of ‘‘male’’ and ‘‘female’’ when predicting disease

risks. Our analysis demonstrates that iSEXS uses differences

between the sexes to illuminate variation within the sexes. Not

every female develops autoimmunity, and not every male suc-

cumbs to infection and cancer. Biological scores such as iSEXS

that use sex differences to understand broader human vari-

ability could help predict disease risks in this age of precision

medicine.
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Software and Algorithms

MetaIntegrator R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MetaIntegrator/index.html

Deconvolution Analysis (within MetaIntegrator) R package Vallania et al. (2018)

biomaRt R package https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/biomaRt.html
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

While this study generated no biological reagents, requests concerning methods and computational resources will be fulfilled by the

Lead Contact, Dr. Purvesh Khatri (pkhatri@stanford.edu).

METHOD DETAILS

Data Collection and Preprocessing
We downloaded 27 whole transcriptome datasets using microarray, RNA-seq, or Nanostring from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus

(GEO), ImmPort (Barrett et al., 2013; Bhattacharya et al., 2018), and theMilieu Interieur Consortium (Barrett et al., 2013; Bhattacharya

et al., 2018; Piasecka et al., 2018). These datasets consisted of 2,639 whole blood (WB) or Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells

(PBMC) samples from human adults. Of these 2,639 samples, 971 samples were from 18-to-40-year old healthy individuals, defined

as those without cancer, autoimmune disease, or active infection. We supplemented our analysis with 943 samples profiled using

cytometry in four independent cohorts (Table 1). These datasets encompassed broad technical heterogeneity represented by 13mi-

croarray platforms from 3manufacturers, and use of both flow andmass cytometry. Importantly, these datasets encompassed broad

biological heterogeneity by using datasets represented by six continents and 17 countries (Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, China,

Colombia, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Morocco, Netherlands, Singapore, South Africa, Switzerland, UK, and

USA).

Dataset Selection for iSEXS Discovery and Validation Cohorts
The Discovery and Validation cohorts contained datasets from human whole blood (WB) or Peripheral Blood Mononuclear cells

(PBMCs), from healthy adults aged between 18 and 40 years old. Using the R package, GEOquery (citation), we identified human

gene expression microarray and RNaseq datasets in WB or PBMCs. We excluded disease samples from both Discovery and

Validation cohorts. If sex or age labels were not present, we obtained them in correspondence with the original authors. If sex

was identified, but not age, then we included the dataset if all samples were within the age range as reported by the original publi-

cation. Discovery datasets were chosen as those with >40 samples, known sex and age labels, and worldwide representation of hu-

man populations. Sex annotations and age ranges were available for all discovery datasets. We were unable to obtain sex or age

annotations for a few validation datasets (Study Summaries).

Study Summaries
Discovery Cohorts

GSE17065: Idaghdour et al. (2010) collected peripheral blood samples from Arab and Amazigh Berber populations from both rural

and urban areas of Morocco. They profiled gene expression in 208 individuals, ranging in age from 17 to 69 years old. We removed 13

individuals due to conflict between the author-supplied sex annotation and transcriptionally imputed sex labels.

GSE19151: Lewis et al. (2011) examined whole blood gene expression samples from 70 adults with venous thromboembolism on

warfarin and 63 healthy controls.We excluded individuals with venous thromboembolism fromour analysis.We used healthy controls

18-40 years old as a discovery cohort. We excluded three individuals due to conflicting sex annotation and transcriptionally imputed

sex label.

GSE21862: McHale et al. (2011) examined PBMC gene expression from 125 Chinese factory workers with different levels of ben-

zene exposure. We included individuals with benzene exposure of less than 1 ppm in our study (‘‘<<1 ppm,’’ ‘‘<1 ppm,’’ and unex-

posed controls). We did not detect any mismatched sex labels.

GSE47353: Tsang et al. (2014) profiled PBMC gene expression from 63 healthy volunteers before and after vaccination with the

seasonal influenza vaccine. We removed 5 samples due to mismatch between sex annotation and transcriptionally imputed sex
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label. We only included samples from the time point prior to vaccination. We used 43 samples from individuals 21-40 years old prior

as a discovery cohort. We used 60 samples from individuals 21-62 years old as an exploratory cohort comparing monocyte propor-

tions to Autosomal-iSEXS scores.

GSE53195: Hemani et al. (2014) profiled the whole blood gene expression of individuals from the Brisbane Systems Genetics

Study, which included 862 individuals from 374 families. We removed 5 samples due to mismatch between sex annotation and tran-

scriptionally imputed sex label. We included individuals 18-40 years old as a discovery dataset. Due to the age cutoff, only two twin

pairs (1 male/female dizygotic, 1 female monozygotic) were included in our analysis.

GSE60491: Vedhara et al. (2015) profiled PBMC gene expression of 119 healthy individuals 18-59 years old in order to find tran-

scriptional differences related to the five major dimensions of human personality (Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeable-

ness, Conscientiousness). We removed one individual due to conflicting sex annotation and transcriptionally imputed sex label. We

included individuals 18-40 years old as a discovery dataset.

Validation Cohorts

GSE13485: Querec et al. (2009) profiled PBMC gene expression of 25 healthy people from two different yellow fever vaccine clinical

trials. We obtained sex and age annotations in correspondence with the authors. We converted Unigene symbols to gene symbols

using the package org.Hs.eg.db (Carlson et al., 2018).We removed 15 samples due to conflicting sex annotation and transcriptionally

imputed sex label. We created a validation cohort using samples prior to vaccination from individuals 18-40 years old.

GSE18323: Vahey et al. (2010) profiled PBMC gene expression of 39 individuals aged 18-45 years old vaccinated and challenged

with malaria. We used baseline samples (time point 0) as a validation cohort. As age annotation was not available, all individuals were

included. As sex annotation was not available, we used transcriptionally imputed sex instead.

GSE19442: Berry et al. (2010) profiled whole blood gene expression of 31 individuals with latent tuberculosis and 20 individuals

with active pulmonary tuberculosis. We included individuals with latent tuberculosis 18-40 years old as a validation cohort, because

they did not have active infection. No mismatched sex labels were detected.

GSE21311: Mason et al. (2010) profiled whole blood gene expression from 100 healthy individuals, 50 males and 50 females

(Mason et al., 2010). We obtained phenotypic annotations and gene expression values in correspondence with the authors, due

to widespread incongruence between annotated sex and imputed sex in the publicly available version. We quantile normalized

the expression matrix. We did not detect mismatched sex labels. Healthy controls 18-40 years old were used as a validation cohort.

We used healthy controls of all ages to examine changes in iSEXS with age.

GSE30453: Heinzen et al. (2008) profiled gene expression from 93 autopsy-collected cortical brain tissue samples and 80 PBMC

samples from healthy donors in order to study tissue-specific transcriptomic regulation.We included PBMC samples from individuals

18-40 years old as a validation cohort. We detected no mismatched sex labels.

GSE37069: Seok et al. (2013) profiled gene expression fromwhole blood of 244 severe burns patients and 35 healthy subjects. We

removed 23 samples due to conflicting sex labels and imputed sex. We included healthy individuals 18-40 years old as a validation

cohort. We removed sample GSM909661 because it was a duplicate.

GSE38484: de Jong et al. (2012) compared the gene expression from whole blood of 96 healthy controls and 106 individuals with

schizophrenia. We removed 9 samples due to conflicting sex labels and imputed sex. Only the healthy controls were included in our

analysis. Healthy controls 18-40 years old were used as a validation cohort. Healthy controls of all ages were used to examine

changes in iSEXS with age.

GSE58137: Peters et al. (2015) examined transcriptomic changes in whole blood with aging across many cohorts. GSE58137 con-

tains the gene expression of 359 African Americans aged 15-77 years old. The transcriptome was profiled on two different Illumina

HumanHT-12 expression beadchip versions: 3.0 and 4.0. We only used samples profiled on version 3.0 because of its larger sample

size. We removed 2 samples due to conflicting sex labels and imputed sex.

GSE61821: Hoang et al. (2014) profiled the gene expression in whole blood of individuals infected with influenza. Hoang et al.

(2014) included individuals from two different studies: a dengue detection study (EDEN) in Singapore as well as a severe influenza

study performed by Southeast Asia Infectious Disease Clinical Research Network (SEAICRN). Only post-infection individuals

18-40 years old from the EDEN study were included in our study as a validation dataset. The SEAICRN study individuals were

excluded due to insufficient numbers of individuals 18-40 years old. As sex labels were not available, we used transcriptionally

imputed sex.

GSE65219: Kuparinen et al. (2013) examined the gene expression from PBMCs of 146 nonagenarians and 30 younger controls

(19-30 years old) from Finland in order to study aging in the immune system. We removed two samples due to conflict between

sex annotation and transcriptionally imputed sex. We used the younger controls as a validation cohort.

GSE85263: Rojas-Pena et al. (2018) profiled PBMC gene expression via RNaseq (Illumina HiSeq 2500) in individuals challenged

with Plasmodium vivaxmalaria. We used the preprocessed gene transcript counts as provided by the authors. We used the samples

collected prior to both malaria vaccination and malaria challenge from individuals 18-40 years old to build a validation cohort. All an-

notated sex labels matched transcriptionally imputed sex labels.

Exploration Cohorts

GSE42331: Zitzmann et al. (2015) collected whole blood from Klinefelter Syndrome individuals and age-matched male and female

controls as part of the EXAKT (Epigenetics X chromosome Features and clinical Applications in Klinefelter Syndrome Trial), a large

Munster-based study examining cardiovascular, inflammatory, and metabolic factors in Klinefelter patients (ClinicalTrials.gove
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Identifier: NCT01703676) (. We detected no mismatched sex labels, as all XXY-males and XY-males had high expression of RPS4Y1

and KDM5D. We included all individuals in our analysis.

GSE4784: Huang et al. (2015) compared whole blood gene expression between five Klinefelter syndrome (47,XXY) individuals and

five age-matched healthy male controls (46,XY). The five Klinefelter syndrome individuals were not undergoing testosterone treat-

ment. The mean ages of Klinefelter syndrome individuals and male controls were 29.8 years and 31.2 years, respectively. The

average ages of Klinefelter Syndrome patients, male controls, and female controls were 37.7, 42.4, and 32.6 years old, respectively.

We included all individuals in our analysis.

Milieu Interieur Consortium: examines the immune responses of 1000 healthy individuals of French descent 20-69 years old. Pia-

secka et al. (2018) profiled the expression of 560 immune-related genes via Nanostring in the whole blood of Milieu Interieur Con-

sortium volunteers unstimulated and treated with microbial stimuli. We included 279 unstimulated samples from volunteers 18-40

years old as a validation cohort. Patin et al. (2018) profiled immune cell proportions in the Milieu Interieur cohort via flow cytometry.

We included all subjects in our analysis

The Nanostring gene expression data for all subjects is publicly available as supplemental Dataset_S01 of Piasecka et al. (2018).

The flow cytometry proportions and subject demographic information is publicly available as the R package mmi (http://github.com/

JacobBergstedt/mmi).

GSE65133: Newman et al. (2015) profiled both gene expression and flow cytometry on PBMCs of healthy individuals. Sex labels

were not available, so we transcriptionally imputed sex. No age labels were available.

SDY212: Furman et al. (2013) examined whole blood transcriptional responses to the influenza vaccine in 30 younger (20-30 years)

and 59 older subjects (60 to >89 years). We obtained the transcriptional and phenotypic data from ImmPort (Bhattacharya et al.,

2018). We only used the time point prior to vaccination in our analysis. We removed two samples due to conflict between the sex

annotation and the transcriptionally imputed sex.

Fragiadakis et al. & Bjornson et al.: Fragiadakis and Bjornson performed immune cell profiling via mass cytometry in a cohort of 83

healthy volunteers 18-63 years old. Sample preparation and CyTOF methods have been described previously (Fragiadakis et al.,

2019). Briefly, peripheral blood was obtained from 86 human adult volunteers from the Stanford Blood Center, AllCells (exempt,

non-human subjects research), and the Stanford community under an IRB-approved protocol. Fresh whole blood was fixed and pre-

pared for Cytof analysis. Total monocytes were defined as the summation of classical monocytes (CD11b+ CD16-), non-classical

monocytes (CD11b- CD16+), and intermediate monocytes (CD11b+ CD16+). Antibodies were purchased, conjugated using DVS/

Fluidigim MaxPar metal conjugation kits, titrated for optimal signal-to-noise ratio, and lyophilized. Data are available upon request.

GSE73072: Liu et al. (2016) examined whole blood gene expression of 2886 samples from 148 individuals from 7 viral challenge

studies in order to build individualized infection predictors. Individuals were challenged with influenza, rhinovirus, or respiratory syn-

cytial virus. Each individual’s immune response was classified according to two categories: 1) symptomatic versus asymptomatic

and 2) viral shedder versus non-shedder. We only included symptomatic shedders from influenza challenges DEE2, DEE3, and

DEE5 in our analysis. Influenza challenge DEE4 was excluded because all symptomatic shedders were female. As no sex labels

were supplied, sex was imputed transcriptionally. DEE2, DEE3, and DEE5 were processed as described previously (Bongen

et al., 2018).

GSE68310: Zhai et al. (2015) profiled thewhole blood gene expression of 133 adults with influenza-like illness at the beginning of flu

season, during infection, and in the spring after flu season. We removed 7 samples due to mismatch between sex labels and tran-

scriptionally imputed sex. We included individuals with laboratory confirmed influenza in our analysis. No age labels were available.

GSE48018 and GSE48023: Bucasas et al. (2011) profiled whole blood gene expression of 119 male (GSE48018) and 128 female

(GSE48023) healthy volunteers 19-41 years old before and after influenza vaccination. We included all samples at the baseline time

point in our analysis. All males and females had expected expression patterns of XIST and RPS4Y1.

GSE39088: Lauwerys et al. (2013) profiled the whole blood gene expression of 34 healthy females and 26 SLE patients as part of a

clinical trial of the safety of immunization with interferon alpha-Kinoid (IFN-K) (NCT01058343). We included only baseline samples in

our analysis. As all samples were female, we did not detect mismatch between sex labels and transcriptionally imputed sex.

GSE49454: Chiche et al. (2014) profiled the whole blood gene expression of 62 SLE patients (53 female, 9 male) and 20 healthy

controls (17 female, 3male). Each SLE patient had 1-6 visit samples available but we only included the earliest sample in our analysis.

No sex mislabeled samples were detected.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Gene Expression Microarray Dataset Preprocessing
As part of preprocessing, we ensured that each dataset was appropriately normalized and log2-transformed. Unless otherwise noted

in the study summary (Supplemental Information), we used all datasets as preprocessed by the original authors. As negative values

interfere with the calculation of the geometric mean based iSEXS scores, we raised any gene expression matrix with negative values

above zero by adding the absolute value of the minimum value. We ensured that all datasets were log transformed, and performed

log-2 transformation if necessary.
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Imputing Sex Labels
In datasets where sex annotation was not available, we imputed sex labels using expression of two Y chromosome genes RPS4Y1

and KDM5D as well as XIST, a lncRNA on the X chromosome that is highly expressed in females and mediates X-inactivation (Toker

et al., 2016). We performed K-means clustering with two centroids on the expression values of RPS4Y1, KDM5D, and XIST. We as-

signed the centroid with higher XIST expression and lower RPS4Y1 and KDM5D expression as female. We removed samples from

the analysis if their sex label in the GEO did not match their imputed sex label. Of the 21 datasets with available sex labels, 12 con-

tained at least one mislabeled sample with 87 mislabeled samples total (Supplemental Information: Study Summaries). Microarray

probes were mapped to Entrez Gene Identifiers (IDs). If a probe mapped to more than one gene, we expanded the expression of that

probe to correspond to all relevant genes (Ramasamy et al., 2008).

Integrating Discovery Cohorts by Meta-Analysis
We used MetaIntegrator to apply two meta-analysis methods (combining effect sizes and combining p values) as described previ-

ously (Andres-Terre et al., 2015; Bongen et al., 2018; Khatri et al., 2013). We calculated effect sizes as Hedges’ adjusted g and sum-

marized using random effects inverse variance model, where each effect size was weighted by the inverse of the variance in that

study. We corrected the p values for the summary effect size of each gene for multiple hypothesis testing using Benjamini-Hochberg

false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

We performed meta-analysis by combining p values using Fisher’s sum of logs (Fisher, 1934). For each gene, we summed the log-

arithm of the one-sided hypothesis testing p values across k studies and compared the result to a -distribution with 2k degrees of

freedom.

Statistical Power
Using the method described by Hedges and Pigott, we found our discovery datasets had 90% statistical power at p value of 0.01 for

detecting effect size of 0.38, 0.44, 0.54, and 0.78 in the presence of no, low, moderate, or high heterogeneity, respectively (Hedges

and Pigott, 2001).

Immune Sex Expression Signature and Score
We arbitrarily defined females as ‘‘cases’’ and males as ‘‘controls’’ so that genes with positive effect sizes were expressed at higher

level in females (female-associated iSEXS genes) and genes with negative effect sizes were expressed at a higher level in males

(male-associated iSEXS genes). We defined the immune Sex Expression Signature (iSEXS) as differentially expressed genes with

an absolute effect sizeR 0.4 and a false discovery rate (FDR)% 5% in the discovery cohorts.We defined the iSEXS score of a sample

as the geometric mean of female-associated iSEXS gene expression minus the geometric mean of male-associated iSEXS gene

expression. We scaled and centered the iSEXS score values within each dataset (mean = 0, standard deviation = 1).

Chromosome Localization
We grouped the iSEXS genes located on sex chromosomes into XY-iSEXS, and those located on autosomes into Autosomal-iSEXS.

We identified chromosome location for each gene in iSEXS using the NCBI Entrez Gene annotations from the biomaRt R package

Version 2.30 (Durinck et al., 2009). We obtained the X-escape genes from a previously published study by Tukiainen and colleagues

(Tukiainen et al., 2017). We used c2 test to compute enrichment of X chromosome and Y chromosome genes.

Immune Cell Specificity Scores and Cellular Deconvolution
As described previously, we generated immune cell type specific effect sizes, which are available in the MetaSignature database

(http://metasignature.stanford.edu) (Haynes et al., 2017; Vallania et al., 2018). These immune cell type specific effect sizeswere gener-

ated by combining 6,160 samples from 166 gene expression datasets. For each cell-type-gene pair, we computed the immune cell

specificity score as Hedge’s g effect sizes of the expression of that gene in that cell type (case) versus all other cell types (controls).

Immune cell type proportions were estimated from bulk blood gene expression using cell mixture deconvolution. We utilized the

immunoStates basis matrix and a linear regression model, as described previously (Bongen et al., 2018; Roy Chowdhury et al., 2018;

Vallania et al., 2018).

Statistical Tests
We used t tests to compare the distributions of two groups. To calculate significance of the interactions between age and sex we

used two-way Anova with an unbalanced design using Type-III sums of squares. To convert age into a factor individuals were binned

into two groups: younger (18-40 years old) and older (50+ years old).

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

All datasets used here are publicly available with access described in Supplemental Information (Data S1). The code used for analysis

is available at GitHub (https://github.com/ebongen/iSEXS_cellReports2019).
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Figure S1. Performance of XY- and Autosomal-iSEXS scores in discovery cohorts. Related to Figure 2. ROC 
plots of the A) XY-iSEXS score (summary AUROC=1.00 95% CI 0.97-1.00) and B) Autosomal-iSEXS score 
(summary AUROC=0.78, 95% CI 0.7-0.84) performance in separating males and females 18-40 years old in the 
discovery cohorts. 
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Figure S2. XXY-males express iSEXS scores and genes similarly to females. Related to Figure 2. Boxplots of 
A) XY-iSEXS and B) Autosomal-iSEXS scores in Klinefelter males (XXY-males) and typical males (XY-males). 
C) Heatmap of iSEXS genes significantly different between XXY-males and XY-males in a meta-analysis of 
GSE42331 and GSE47584 (FDR < 5%). Orange indicates genes higher expressed in XXY-males, purple indicates 
genes higher expressed in XY-males. Row color key indicates iSEXS genes higher expressed in females (red) or 
males (blue). Box plots of genes differentially expressed between XXY- and XY-males in cohort GSE42331: D) 
CD40LG, E) CA5BP1, F) MPO, and G) BPI.  
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Figure S3. Autosomal-iSEXS score reflects age-dependent sex differences in monocyte percentages. Related 
to Figure 4. A) Among younger individuals (18-40 years old), males have a higher percentage of monocytes in 
the blood, as measured by CyTOF (p=0.012), but this difference is not significant in older individuals (41-63 
years old; p=0.085). B) In SDY212, the Autosomal-iSEXS score is significantly higher in younger females (20-30 
years old; p=4.5E-5), but demonstrates no significant difference in older individuals (60-90 years old; p=0.30). 
Autosomal-iSEXS scores correlate with flow cytometry measured monocyte percentages in C) GSE65133 (r=-
0.79, p=2.9E-05) and D) GSE47353 (r=-0.59, p=4.4E-06). E) XY-iSEXS scores do not correlate with monocyte 
percentages GSE65133, (F) but significantly correlate in males in GSE47353 (r=-0.50, p=0.02) with a non-
significant trend in females (r=-0.34, p=0.06). G) The XY-iSEXS scores are consistent across the life course in the 
combined cohorts of GSE21311, GSE38484, and GSE58137. 
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Figure S4. XY-iSEXS score does not change over time in females or males following influenza challenge. 
Related to Figure 5.  
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Figure S5. iSEXS and Antibody Responses. Related to Figure 6. A) XY-iSEXS at baseline is not correlated 
with change in titer post-influenza infection. B-C) XY-iSEXS score pre- and post-influenza infection is 
significantly correlated in females and males. Baseline D-E) XY-iSEXS score does not significantly correlate 
with antibody response to influenza vaccination. Correlation between baseline Autosomal-iSEXS score and 
ΔTiters in F) males (GSE48018; r=0.18, p=0.065) and G) females (GSE48023; r=-0.0063, p=0.95). In GSE48018 and 
GSE48023, antibody titers were calculated as the geometric mean of the antibody titers against the three 
influenza strains tested, and ΔTiters was the difference between the geometric mean titer at day 28 and day 0.  
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Fig. S6. XY-iSEXS and Autosomal-iSEXS in SLE datasets. Related to Figure 6. (A-D) XY-iSEXS and 
Autosomal-iSEXS are lower in females with SLE compared to healthy females. In males, Autosomal-iSEXS is 
significantly lower in males with SLE compared to healthy males, but XY-iSEXS is not. (E-F) XY-iSEXS is 
inversely correlated with SLEDAI in males but not in females. Autosomal-iSEXS is not correlated with SLEDAI 
in either females or males with SLE. (G-H) XY-iSEXS and Autosomal-iSEXS are positively correlated with 
proportion of CD4+ T cells in females, whereas only XY-iSEXS is negatively correlated in males. Autosomal-
iSEXS is not correlated with proportions of CD4+ T cells in males.  
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